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"Michael Simkin, a postdoctoral fellow at the Center of 
Mathematical Sciences and Applications, calculated 
that there are about (0.143n)^n ways the queens can 
be placed so none are attacking each other on giant n-
by-n chessboards."

news.harvard.edu
Harvard mathematician answers 150-year-old chess problem
The n-queens challenge dates back to 1869. After working on the problem for 
about 5 years, mathematician Michael Simkin has an almost definitive solution.
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For the preprint where the result was announced, see "The number of n-
queens configurations,"  arxiv.org/abs/2107.13460. The connection with the 
(0.143n)^n result quoted above is that exp[-1.94..] ~ 0.143.
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quantamagazine.org
Mathematician Answers Chess Problem About Attacking Queens | Qua…
The n-queens problem is about finding how many different ways queens 
can be placed on a chessboard so that none attack each other. A …
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this paper "Counting Solutions for the N-queens and Latin Square 
Problems by Efficient Monte Carlo Simulations" 
arxiv.org/abs/0808.4003 gives a very good estimate in line with the 
theorem of Simkin
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